
Catapult Challenge



BIG – see if you can figure out what these 
things are. Hint: Not all are what they 
seem…..



Fixie Pizza Cutter

Good looking fixie pizza cutter 
features bright and delightful 
colour with its two wheels 
armed with shape edges that can 
easily cut through crusts.



Cucumber Spiral Slicer



Spherical Glass Solar Device Charger



Throw able Panoramic Camera



Pull-out Bookshelf

Made of natural 
poplar wood, you 
can draw and push 
the separated five 
parts of this stylish 
bookshelf to suit the 
different sizes of 
books. It’s ideal for 
children or teenagers



Dip Clips

It’s a kitchen gadget 
for dips without 
messing the whole 
plate. Just clip it to 
the side of the plate.



What have they all got in common?

 Cool Design!! 

 Why is design important??



Why do we design?
“Design is how we communicate what an object does, or its 

function, through its shape or form.”

Imagine two chair shops across the street from each other. One shop takes the chair’s 
design into consideration from the start. They hire the best chair designer they can. The 
chair designer researches other chairs on the market to figure out where they’re lacking. 

They ask people what they like and dislike about their current chairs, research materials, 
consider the chair company’s budget and profit margin, and source materials and 
manufacturing to make sure the chair is built right. They test different designs. They 
make adjustments. They test again. They come up with a solid design that meets both 
the company’s goals and people’s desires. The chair goes into production. It sells well. 
Everyone is now rich.

The people at the chair shop across the street also make a chair. They select adequate 
materials and make a seat, some legs, a back. This is definitely a chair! Then they hire a 
designer and say, “Make this a comfortable chair!” The designer adds a sad little foam 
rubber seat cushion. The chair is a disaster, nobody buys it. 



Lesson Focus
Design Work – Can you design some Initial 
Ideas?
 You must draw 2 basic design ideas by applying your 

research.

 You should draw 3 good design ideas, with labels 
annotations descriptions and colour, by applying and 
analysing your research.

 You could draw and develop 4 creative solutions with 
labels, annotations, descriptions and colour, by applying 
and analysing your research. You could also evaluate and 
justify why your design is appropriate. 



Where are we now?

 Research 
 Design & plan (Plan and draw designs, select materials, tools 

and components)
 Make (Consider health and safety)
 Test (Does it do what its designed for?) 
 Modify (Adapt and improve design) 
 Test (Have the modifications improved the design? Does it need 

further changes?) 
 Present (Decorate and Market finished product. Does it have a 

name, logo, colour scheme?) 





Catapult design improvements

Things to consider or add

 Have you shown and explained where the energy to fire the 
catapult comes from?

 Have you designed a stable structure and shown and explained 
how it is joined together?

 If there is a lever and fulcrum (pivot) have you shown and 
explained them?

 Have to designed a release mechanism to fire the catapult and 
shown and explained how it works?

 http://multiforms.us/catapult-design-ideas.html#

http://multiforms.us/catapult-design-ideas.html


 Look at your classmates work. How are they doing?
 Use the checklist to tell them where they are.
 Then tell them how to improve their work.
 Use your green pen

Peer Assessment



Lesson Focus
Design Work – Can you design some Initial 
Ideas?
 You must draw 2 basic design ideas by applying your 

research.

 You should draw 3 good design ideas, with labels 
annotations descriptions and colour, by applying and 
analysing your research.

 You could draw and develop 4 creative solutions with 
labels, annotations, descriptions and colour, by applying 
and analysing your research. You could also evaluate and 
justify why your design is appropriate. 



Plenary

 Why do we design?

 What is tension?

 Explain torsion? 

 What shapes could we use to make stronger catapult? 

 Why are these shapes better? What is special about them?

 Where in real life can we see these structure shapes?
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